From diseases to activity restriction

- Potentially disabling diseases
- Functional limitations: Sensory, physical, cognitive
- Activity restrictions

Factors:
- Pains
- Psychological distress
- Fatigue
- Functional limitations
- Disability
... and other factors
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Outcomes

Not a diagnosis: A lot of different dimensions into this indicator allowing to represent troubles, symptoms, conditions / causes or consequence of disability;

An opportunity to collect under-reported informations on mental diseases and symptoms;

Possibility to account for additional risk factors of reduced social participation and to suggest a better management of the health situation;

Opportunity to explain some differences in the disablement process (gender, social, country…).
Few questions:

Is the whole set of questions necessary?

Would you say it was closer to « a lot »...
Did you test if some of the items are « strong enough » to target the population with « disabling fatigue »?
What would be the relevance of developing the last episode?

Would it be interesting to develop the « type of fatigue »?
Disease, work, exercise...
Would allow people to better describe it
Would be an opportunity for data users to better understand the process/differences

Country, social, gender differences in « reported fatigue »:
 Might be connected to the medical knowledge and reporting of condition
Would differences partly explained by reporting « fatigue » instead of conditions?